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how foundational the immigrant is to American culture. Through analysis of these novels, I argue that Mukherjee's
reformulation of American I'd like to think that ideas and feelings generated by my fiction will trickle into other
assimilation and repeat the same patterns of difference that multiculturalism assigns them.

I was in Singapore in when the American teenager Michael Fay was sentenced to caning for having
spraypainted some cars. In California, this mentality is manifesting itself as increased violence between
minority, ethnic communities. One example: In a terrorist bomb, planted in an Air-India jet on Canadian soil,
blew up after leaving Montreal, killing passengers, most of whom were Canadians of Indian origin. Radhika
Mohanram. Why is it that hyphenation is imposed only on nonwhite Americans? New Delhi, London: Sage
Publications. I am a voluntary immigrant. Those years of race-related harassments in Canada politicized me
and deepened my love of the ideals embedded in the American Bill of Rights. New Delhi: Atlantic Publishers
and Distributors. Is it so terrible that our children are discovering or are inventing homelands for themselves?
She describes her protagonist Devi as tough and vulnerable. After getting her B. Common wealth Lit. New
Delhi: Sterling Publishers Pvt. Gabriel PS  Critic Andrienne Rich observes that in deserting Bud and choosing
Taylor, Jasmine does not exchange between men but transforms her world. In her search for an American
selfhood, Jasmine in a similar vein as Mukherjee, discards the postcolonial expatriate identity in lieu of a life
of an American immigrant, a life of a liberated self-made individual in the U. Until the age of 8, I lived in a
house crowded with 40 or 50 relatives. Shukla S  Here's a street smart, savvy, manipulative young woman,
enraged about the fact that she was thrown out like a garbage sack on the hippie trail, who's part of a larger
design in which some higher power uses her to restore some kind of balance and purge evil out of our
California. The sinister implication was that our national identity is so fragile that it can absorb diverse and
immigrant cultures only by recontextualizing them as deficient. Gupta RS  And a mother who, as mine did,
has three daughters, no sons, is supposed to go and hang herself, kill herself, because it is such an unlucky
kind of motherhood to have. What excites me is that as a nation we have not only the chance to retain those
values we treasure from our original cultures but also the chance to acknowledge that the outer forms of those
values are likely to change. Wylie made me feel like her younger sister. That act cut me off forever from the
rules and ways of upper-middle-class life in Bengal, and hurled me into a New World life of scary
improvisations and heady explorations. Mukherjee in her path breaking novel, Jasmine for the first time
deconstructs this given notion of home, enabling free mobility and progress of women in a foreign soil. This
article is published under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License 4. I was family, I was
professional. There is only an ascending or descending, a moving on to other planes. They direct their rage at
me because, by becoming a U. She lived in a house crowded with 40 or 50 relatives until she was eight, when
her father's career brought the family to live in London for several years. In an interview with Alison Carb
Mukherjee reveals, "I'm saying we haven't come to accommodate or to mimic; we have changed ourselves, but
we have also come to change you"  Like the eponymous narrator of the novel, Jasmine, Mukherjee too has
changed citizenship and culture with disorienting rapidity transforming from an expatriate in Canada to a
committed immigrant in the U. Instead he teaches her to read VCR manuals, repair all kinds of electric goods
and with him dream of a liberated and individuated life in U. She describes her identity as a naturalized U. For
ages in India, while men have been associated with mobility and the notion of progress, women have been
fixated to home as a timeless space due to the cult of domesticity embedded deep within the Indian culture and
tradition. When I landed in Iowa 35 years ago, I found myself in a society in which almost everyone was
Christian, white, and moderately well-off. I choose to describe myself on my own terms, as an American,
rather than as an Asian-American. However, her escape from Manhattan to Iowa from her past as critic
Nagendra Kumar puts it is not an act of cowardice but life affirming. Esha Niyogi Dey. The futures in which
they propel themselves toward and even help to shape are not guaranteed to be successful, but do have the
potential for personal, material and spiritual success. They are trouble. Tandon S  The United States exists as a
sovereign nation.


